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Chinese new year: 
A colorful cultural occasion

Tuesday, February 16, 2016Volume XXXV, Issue #18

A long time ago in a galaxy 
far far away, two orbiting black 
holes collided with each other 
and the gravitational shockwave it 
created was felt here on Earth on 
Sep. 14 at 9:50 a.m. UTC. This 
discovery was published in “Physical 
Review Letters” (PRL) on Feb. 11.

This was the topic of  a Physics 
Journal Club seminar given by David 
Newman, a professor of  physics and 
member of  the Geophysical Institute. 

The seminar also addressed Einstein’s 
Theory of  Relativity, which had 
its 100th year anniversary in 2015.

“Last semester I said that we 
should talk about the theory of  
relativity because of  the anniversary, 
but I thought we should wait 
for an announcement because 
I felt that one might come,” 
Newman said. “It has come.”

The room quickly filled up 
with people attending the seminar, 
eventually leading to several people 
standing in the hallway to listen in. 
This is fairly common. The room is 

usually full, according to Newman.
The paper published in the 

journal PLR was titled: “Observation 
of  Gravitational Waves from a Binary 
Black Hole Merger.” It detailed how, 
with gravitational waves, scientists 
observed two black holes merge 
together 1.3 billion light-years away.

Gravitational waves are ripples 
in the fabric of  space-time, much 
like how dropping a pebble into 
a calm pond will create small 
waves on the water’s surface. 
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The Faculty Senate resolved 
on Feb. 8 to recommend all 
language referring to freshman be 
changed to “first year or first-year.”

The current title, freshman, is 
viewed as being nongender inclusive 
by titling male, female and nongender 
conforming students under a term 
that uses “man” as a root of  the word. 
If  implemented, the change would 
affect official university publications, 
websites and any oral and written 
statements by University officials.

According to the resolution 
posted on the Faculty Senate 
website, the Senate is committed to 
“establish and maintain a welcoming 
and inclusive environment for all 
students regardless of  gender.”

The motion reads: “The University 
continues to use the terms, ‘freshman’ 
and ‘freshmen,’ on official websites 
and other publications although 
these have long been recognized as 
being non-inclusive, sexist terms.”

Major schools  across  the 
country have made this change 
for  a  more inc lus ive  ter m.

The University of  North Carolina 
made the policy switch in 2009. The 
change garnered little attention until 
2012 when the Huffington Post called 
it “political correctness gone too far.”

Kaillee Skjold came to UAF 
during the fall semester of  2013 to be 
part of  the Alaska Nanooks women’s 
basketball team. Jump forward three 
years and you’ll see the star power that 
Skjold brings to the team after the 70-
61 win over the Central Washington 
Wildcats where she scored 25 points.

Some fans  predic ted the 
Nanooks would lose Against Central 
Washington because the Wildcats 
held teams to a low 53.4 points per 
game. They held the second-best 
defense in the Great Northwest 
Athletic Conference. What were 
the Nanooks supposed to do? 

They turned to Skjold and Jordan 
Wilson to lead them to an upset over 
the Wildcats in stunning fashion, with 
a dominating defense and a surprising 
burst of  offense from Skjold. 

This put the Nanooks in the best 
position to win the game because 
they did not allow the Wildcats to pull 
away in the second and third quarter.

Skjold exploded for 8 points in a 
row in the fourth quarter to put the 
Nanooks up on the Wildcats and they 
never looked back. The tandem of  
Skjold and Wilson scored 47 points 
combined and both have made a 
powerful one-two punch to see if  they 
can break the GNAC next season.The Lion Dance, a spectacle of  

color and strength, was the main 
event at the UAF Chinese New Year.

“The Lion Dance represents 
n e w  b e g i n n i n g s , ”  Ro s a l i n d 
K an ,  Ch inese  t eacher  and 
adviser of  the school’s Chinese 
association for over 20-years, said.

New beginnings, good fortune 
and family are all part of  the 
premise of  the Chinese New Year 
festival. Known also as the Lunar 
Festival or Spring Festival, the 
occasion falls on the new moon of  
the new year, from Jan. 21-Feb. 20.

The Chinese used the Lunar 
Festival, a celebration centuries 
old, to honor deities and ancestors. 
Traditionally, people clean their 
homes to invite good fortune. 
Families gather the night before to 
help celebrate this occasion. Red 
couplets, which are decorative pieces 
of  poetry, and red paper-cuts are 
used to decorate for good fortune, 
happiness, wealth and longevity.

The Chinese Association brought 
many traditions to this year’s event. 
Just 30 minutes into the evening, the 
Ballroom, covered in red, was crowded 
with close to 300 adults and children.

The aroma of  more than 
30 different Chinese dishes set 
for dinner filled the room as 

Skjold shines 
in tough 
matchups

Dancers perform the Lion Dance to represent new beginnings at the Chinese New Year celebration on Feb. 13 - Dillon Gillespie/ Sun Star

UAF Faculty 
Senate says 
‘no more 
freshmen’

Heming Liao, president of the UAF Chinese Association, gives his opening speech. 
- Dillon Gillespie/ Sun Star

MFA show brings variety to UAF gallery            pg. 2
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ASUAF cancelled their weekly meeting in observance of Valentine’s day, and 
UAFPD did not publish blotter information in time for compilation.

Samples of  work created by six 
Master’s of  Fine Arts (MFA) graduate 
students will be on display in the 
Art Department gallery until Feb. 
26 on weekdays from 9 a.m-5 p.m. 
The artistic mediums featured in this 
show include photography, sculpture, 
painting and a variety of  ceramic styles. 

This MFA show features work 
by students Dustin Auerbach, Jenny 
Chamberlain, Alyssa Enriquez, 
Sharon Hollensbe, Ellamarie Quimby 
and Junko (Yanagida) Ledneva.

Dustin Auerbach, 35, features 
ceramic stoneware and an oil 
painting in his body of  work. 
Through his work, Auerbach says, 
he hopes to “emulate the way our 
emotions take hold of  our lives.”

His oil painting features intense 
swirls of  color across the canvas, 
mimicking the “twisting, pulling and 
pushing [that] our emotions do on 
a daily basis.” This sense of  raw of  
emotion can be seen in his ceramic 
stoneware as well, shown through 
the organic lines and dynamic 
use of  color on the two vessels.

Jenny Chamberlain’s  work 
features ceramics as well. These 
smaller pieces sport more natural 
tones and organics shapes as a 
whole. In this particular series, 
Chamberlain displays six clay vessels 
using a variety of  firing techniques.

Chamberlain, 33, says her 
love of  ceramics began in a high 
school art class at the age of  15.

“I vividly remember ... anxiously 
awaiting the beginning of  my first 
class,” she said. “Thinking I was 
alone, my eyes suddenly diverted to a 
silent corner of  the art room, where 
a student sat hunched over his wheel, 
I was mesmerized by the movement 
of  the clay and the still and silent 
concentration of  the potter. From 
that moment on, I knew that clay 
would hold a special place in my life.”

Photography MFA student 
Alyssa Enriquez displayed three of  
her abstract landscape photos in the 
show. Enriquez spends much of  her 
time traveling throughout Alaska 
to capture these unique images.

She says her work draws 
from her own personal history.

“When I hit the shutter I am 
piecing together a fragmented 
narrative of  self,” she said. “This 

‘self ’ is rooted in place. I find 
my place through connecting 
with the land around me.”

Sharon Hollensbe is displaying 
four abstract oil-on-canvas paintings in 
this show.  These paintings feature an 
intense use of  color and abstract form.

“I like to create depth and 
movement through color, value 
and for m,”  Hol lensbe  sa id , 
regarding her painting style. “Color 
relationships dominate my interests 
in making abstract paintings.”

El lamarie Quimby,  25,  i s 
exhibiting five archival pigment 
photo prints in this show. These 
images depict intimate moments in 
her family’s life since her mother’s 
d iagnos i s  w i th  amyot roph ic 
lateral sclerocis, also known as 
Lou Gherig’s disease, in 2014.

Quimby explained that her 
personal connection with this body of  
work has added a level of  necessity to 
the work itself, but also presented her 
with with some hurdles to overcome.

“My photography has always been 
concerned with psychological conflict 
and trauma, though I’ve looked at 
those ideas in very different ways over 
the years,” Quimby said. “My interests 
are the same as they always have 
been... but they’ve taken a dramatically 
inward turn in the last few years.”

Junko (Yanagida) Ledneva, a 
graduate student in the Native Arts 
master’s program,  presents a unique 
medium by painting oil-paint directly 
on wood. These three paintings are 
paired with a sculpture entitled “Self  
Portrait”. This sculpture is made of  
birch bark, artificial sinew, roots, Yup’ik 
drum frame segments and bear hide.

“To make art, for me, is a 
way of  experiencing the natural 
beauty of  the earth,” Ledneva said.

Much of  her work features 
birch bark. Like many of  the other 
artists in this show, Ledneva finds 
deep personal connection in her 
work. She says she enjoys using this 
material because it represents all 
three of  her cultural backgrounds: 
Japanese, American and Russian.

The MFA program at UAF 
hosts several shows throughout the 
school year for their students to 
display their work in. These shows 
provide gallery goers with a small 
taste of  what these students will be 
exhibiting in their final thesis shows.
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The Sun Star  welcomes 
commentary from our readers! 
Letters to the editor should be no 
longer than 250 words. Please 
include the author’s full name 
and contact information (phone, 
e-mail or address).  Letters may 
be submitted at uafsunstar.com. 
Letters must be received by 5 p.m. 
Friday in order to be run in the 
next issue.  All letters are subject to 
editing for brevity and grammar.
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Subsistence hunters and satellites 
work together to gather data on the 
changing sea ice habitat used by ice 
seals and walrus. Olivia Lee, a research 
assistant professor at the International 
Arctic Research Center, is using this 
data to understand how animals 
respond to this changing environment.

Lee will be giving a lecture on 
this research for the Science for 
Alaska series. The lecture is called 
“Home on the ice: sea ice change 
and arctic wildlife.”Lee is presenting 
because sharing research is an 

important part of  being University 
faculty, in addition to showing how 
collaborations with local communities 
helps build a better understanding 
of  the Arctic, according to Lee

“Instead of  focusing only on 
negative effects of  reduced summer 
sea ice extent it is worthwhile to 
investigate how changes in behavior 
or life history strategies help to make 
people and animals more resilient,” 
Lee wrote. She was formerly a research 
associate at the Geophysical Institute.

The Science for Alaska Lecture 
series is a public outreach event 
sponsored by the Geophysical Institute.

Hunters provide data for researchers like Olivia Lee by reporting their sightings of animals 
in the wild like walrus. This data will help researchers understand how declining sea ice will 
affect animal populations. - Photo credit to Amos Oxereok.

UAF scientist studies the rapidly changing Arctic
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Some cosmic events—like black 
holes colliding or stars exploding—
will create ripples in the gravitational 
field that travel at the speed of  
light throughout the universe.

Discovering these waves is 
difficult because of  how small 
they are, according to Newman.

“Trying to measure things 
a thousandth of  the size of  a 
proton is absolutely absurd,” 
Newman said. “But they did it.”

The observation was made by 
researchers at the Laser Interferometer 
Gravitational-wave Observatories 
(LIGO) in Hanford, Wash. and 
Livingston, La. Over $1.5 billion from 
the National Science Foundation was 
used to fund this project, which was 
used over several years of  research.

“People have been looking for 
gravitational waves since I was 
a grad student,” Robert McCoy, 
director of  UAF’s Geophysical 
Institute, said at the seminar.

There have been several false 
positives in the past. It was thought 
that gravitational waves were 
discovered earlier in 2015, however, 
scientists soon learned that the signal 
was thrown off  by galactic dust: 
gas and particles residing in space.

The interferometers at the LIGO 

facility that discovered the signal work 
by shooting a laser with the equivalent 
power of  100 kilowatts down two 
long, perpendicular hallways. The 
laser then bounces back-and-forth 
between mirrors along the length of  
the hallway many times. Once the 
lasers meet back up they should have 
the same amplitude if  there was no 
change in the length of  the hallways.

Gravitational waves slightly bend 
the matter that they pass through.  
When the wave passes through the 
interferometer one of  the hallways 
is slightly shorter and one is slightly 
longer leading to the amplitudes 
of  the lasers being slightly off.

The interferometers at the LIGO 
facilities are very sensitive. In order 
to make sure the signal they get is 
a real gravitational wave, and not 
a mistake at one of  the facilities, 
the two LIGOs at Hanford and 
Livingston were calibrated together 
and had been for sixteen days before 
discovering the signal that indicated 
the merging of  two black holes.

The signal that they discovered 
was nearly two orders of  magnitude 
above the threshold that they needed 
to identify a gravitational wave. It 
was also the exact signal that the 
researchers would expect to be given 
off by the merging to two black holes.

The researchers think that they 
will be able to detect up to 100 of  
these signals a year at the LIGO 
facilities, according to Newman.

There are more LIGO facilities 
being built in India, Italy and Australia.

This research has implications 
for astronomy because scientists can 
use gravitational waves to observe 
the universe around us much 
better than with the telescopes we 
currently use, according to Newman.

This is especially effective 
because gravitational waves pass 
through most objects undisturbed. 
so they can provide a very 
accurate map of  what the universe 
looks  l ike,  Newman added.

“All of  us have an innate desire 
to know about our universe,” 
Newman said. “You don’t have 
to be an astronomer to look 
up at the sky and wonder how 
the stars and the moon works.

The Physics Journal Club gives 
seminars every week on Friday, 
starting at 3:45 p.m. in the Globe 
Room of  the Elvey Building.

“In a lot of  universities, this would 
be called physics seminar, we call it 
the journal club because we try to 
keep it more informal,” Newman 
said. “Anyone from students on up 
can come and give presentations.”

The seminars are organized and 
sometimes given, by Newman and 
Chung-Sang Ng, a professor of  Physics.

The Physics Journal Club 
seminars have been running for 
over 20 years, probably much 
longer, according to Newman.

At the original journal club 
meetings beer was served at the 
back of  the room because it was 
not yet illegal, Newman said.

“I think it’s really really important 
for people to come together and 
hear new things,” Newman said. 
“If  you’re just stuck in your own 
world that’s a really bad thing.”

The next Physics Journal Club 
seminar will be given by Bill Bristow, 
Professor of  Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, about the High 
Frequency Active Auroral Research 
Program (HAARP). Details about 
this and future seminars can be found 
on the Physics Journal Club website.

Physics Journal Club

Basketball Freshman

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1 Continued from page 1
Head Coach Cody Bench 

mentioned the Nanooks stuck to 
the game plan. That game plan 
must have included the behind-
the-scenes passes for the Wildcats’ 
defense that set up both Skjold 
and Wilson to dominate the paint 
against the taller, slower opponents.

“I thought Central had a solid 
game plan tonight, which was to 
go to their post, and I think we did 
a great job in defending them,” 
Bench said. “We stopped their 
inside game, especially in the second 
half. Our team stuck to our game 
plan, stayed positive and that was 
a great step in the right direction.”

That’s the better point for this 
Nanooks team, because they need to 
be taking steps in the right direction 
after NCAA violations. A team that 
can’t play in the post-season may 
think they have nothing to play for, 
but this team doesn’t share that view.

The team has bought into 
fighting till the end—fighting for 
each other. In their other game 
against Northwest Nazarene, they 
lost 78-74, but they also saw their 
bench come up huge with both Cassi 
Williams knocking down four three-
pointers and McClain Williams 
controlling the point, who also 
knocked down some three-pointers.

This will be the final season for 
a lot of  contributors on this squad. 
Kaillee Skjold plays all-around, 
Jordan Wilson dominates in the 
paint, Jaylee Mays plays aggressively 
on defense and all three provide 
the Nanooks the important parts of  

Immediately after last week’s Physics Journal Club seminar, David Newman was surrounded 
by people asking questions. Newman gave the lecture on the discovery of gravitational waves. 
This discovery is the first proof of a concept predicted by Einstein nearly 100 years ago. - 
Josh Hartman/ Sun Star

Kaillee Skjold shoots a two pointer. She scored 25 points, leading to a 61-70 win against Central 
Washington on Wednesday Feb. 11. - Max McKernan / Sun Star

In 2014, Elon, a small private 
liberal arts college in North Carolina, 
joined the ranks of  schools removing 
the terms. Elon, too, received negative 
media attention for the change, 
but has maintained their position.

The trend is larger than just 
universities.  Many states have 
made the change within their 
language as well. Washington 
State, Florida, North Carolina and 
Illinois have all made the change at 
the governmental level, according 
to Claudine Zap of  Yahoo News.

A brief  search of  the Florida 
State University website showed that 
freshman was still the official title 
used.  Illinois State also showed that 
while the state’s government had 
made the switch, the state’s university 
had not.  Washington State University 
did show that almost all instances 
of  the term freshman had been 
removed. The few remaining were 
either addressing the change to first 
year, or in names of  clubs and student 
organizations that still used the term.

“Statewide also is behind the 
times in its failure to use non-sexist 
language,” the Faculty Senate wrote 
in the resolution. “By passing this 
resolution, UAF Faculty Senate 
can help the entire University of  
Alaska to become more inclusive 
in this use of  language.” Student 
perspectives varied on the decision.

“While I appreciate the sentiment 
as good, I don’t feel that freshman 
is a sexist term in modern usage,” 
Andrea Knowles, a first year student 
at UAF studying emergency medicine, 
said.  “I would want to know how 
much work and money it would take 
to make these changes and where 
else that money could be used.”

“Any move towards inclusivity is a 
good thing,” Stephen Greenlaw, a UAF 
senior studying fisheries, said.  “While 
it is a low hanging fruit, it is a start.”

The resolution will still need to 
be approved by the chancellor’s office 
prior to becoming policy at UAF.

the game with defense, free-throw 
shooting and passing the ball well.

In terms of  how this team 
will be next season, only time will 

tell. But for now, the jigsaw pieces 
are starting to come together in 
what could be the Nanooks’ first 
berth into the GNAC tournament.

Meet us on 
Sundays at 1 
p.m. in 305 
Constitution 
Hall for free 
snacks and 
more info!

The Sun Star is 
seeking dedicated 

photographers! 
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A biweekly finacial advice column by Mathew Carrick

How to get 
moderately 
better off 
quickly

Making ents¢

In previous columns, I focused 
on how to save money through 
budgeting and smart money 
choices. Personal finance is really 
much more dynamic than that and 
includes managing your income 
as much as controlling expenses.

While other sources can teach 
you personal habits that lead to long-
term career success, I’ll focus on 
simpler things one can to do to boost 
income now. Thinking about making 
money can be difficult, but there’s 
a whole world of  opportunities if  
you know how to look! So, without 
further ado, here are some ideas:

Sell your unused stuff (and clean 
your living space at the same 
time). You’d be amazed how much 
stuff  gets accumulated from who-
knows-where. Chances are, you have 
some piles of  things you don’t need 
or want anymore. Why not sell them? 
It will take you about five minutes to 
start an Amazon Marketplace account 
(for free!) or an eBay listing and start 
getting your unused items out the 
door. If  you’re a real pack rat, this can 
get you a few hundred dollars easily.

Look for volunteer opportunities 
that pay. As an example, New 
Student Orientation and Student 
Ambassadors both come with 
scholarship opportunities. The 
money received isn’t the point of  
the activities, of  course, but if  you 
were already thinking of  applying 
the scholarships are an added bonus.

Be a tutor. You don’t need a tutoring 
job—just take a class or skill you 
know, print out some simple flyers 
and hang up your advertisements 
around campus. Got a good grade 
in your accounting class? Calculus? 
Offer your services for $20 an hour. 
Some students prefer the flexibility 
of  working with an independent 
tutor to going over to an official lab, 
so check this out for some side money.

Fix things. If  you know how to fix 
anything, offer your services by the 
same method listed above. If  you don’t, 
buy a manual from Amazon and learn.

Get a student job. Obviously 
this is more time-intensive than 
any of  the other options here, but I 
highly recommend it. As someone 
who’s seen behind the scenes of  
some hirings, I can also tell you that 

many perfectly good student jobs 
have few or no applicants. Plus, 
they work around your schedule 
and will help you learn new skills!

Although it’s hard to think of  
new ways to make money at first, 
once you get into the habit you’ll 
find you have more ideas than you 
have time to pursue them. Don’t 
be discouraged if  someone else is 
doing the same thing—the world 
is big and there’s room enough for 
competition, even in Fairbanks.

On a final note, I caution 
you that there is no reliable way 
to “get rich quick.” If  someone 
tries to tell you otherwise, they’re 
probably trying to scam you or 
being scammed themselves. But 
there are plenty of  ways to make 
some money with a little bit of  
time and thought, then work!

people began lining up to feast. 

The moment people start to 
move, you should move too because 
the food always sells out, Don 
Gray, a guest at the event, said.

This combination of  food, 
friends and family is exactly 
what the association and their 
volunteers look forward too.

“I like to introduce this very 
special festival to our international 
friends” Heming Liao, president 
of  the Chinese Associat ion,  
said, as he welcomed people.

Wu Zhao, who has attended this 
event for the past three years, said this 
evening was special as it reminded him 
of  home and family in China. To Zhao 
it’s as if  they are all one big family.

“It’s kind of  like Christmas 
for Americans,” Kan Rosalind 
said. The celebration is a time for 
people to come together before 
the new year. She wants all the 
attendees to enjoy themselves and 
the contact with the Chinese culture.

Rosalind started the program 
by thanking the sponsors and 
welcoming many of  the officials 
including the Fairbanks major.

The chi ldren opened the 
show. With a display of  Chinese 
aerobics, silly dances and Chinese 
New Year greeting they captured 
the  hear t s  o f  the  crowed.

Drums sounded and a new 
event began. A giant head of  
different colors, chimes and tassels 
started from the entrance. Two 
men danced the beast around the 
room, showing both elegance and 
strength as they maneuvered the 
Lion’s head and body in a way 
that brought the creature to life.

Shanshan Li, vice president of  
the Chinese Association, concluded 
the night with thanks and wished 
everyone a happy new year.

Continued from page 1

Chinese 
New Year

The Chinese Association and volunteers are geared up for the opening of the festival they’ve organized. Volunteer, Kimi Cao flashes a peace sign 
and a smile for the camera. - Dillon Gillespie/ Sun Star 

Mingchu Zhang, professor of Soil Science, shows off his traditional 
Chinese attire at the New Years celebration. - Dillon Gillespie/ Sun 
Star

More than 30 dishes of Chinese food were brought from AK Buffet for 
the Chinese New Year festival. - Dillon Gillespie/ Sun Star
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Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
The Sun Star Picks calendar is compiled weekly based on the choices of the editorial staff.

Tuesday / 16
Head to the theater at 8 p.m. for 
the IMAX experience of  the year 
in the movie “Deadpool”. It is a 
movie that is wildly inappropriate, 
lots of  crude humor, some nudity and 
changes the superhero movie script. 
Also this movie will make you never 
see unicorns the same way ever again. 
Go see it, I dare you. - Aaron Walling / 
Advertising Manager

Wednesday /17
Dumbledore’s Army is meeting 
at Barns & Noble at 7 p.m.  
Seriously.  It’s a Harry Potter book/
universe club.  Brush up on your 
defense against the dark arts and join 
the resistance against the Dark Lord. - 
Danny Fisher / Editor-in-Chief

Thursday / 18
If  you’re wanting to get in on some 
artsy fartsy action and learning more 
about Alaskan culture and wildlife 
this Thursday, I suggest checking 
out Art in the Arctic. This event 
is happening at Venue from 6 - 
9 p.m., and should include content 
about the Arctic, Kanuti, and Yukon 
Flats National Wildlife refuges. Pretty 

neato. Also they serve coffee and stuff. 
- Molly Putman / Layout Editor

Friday / 19
It is the 4th Annual Winter Dance 
Weekend by Contra Borealis! Best part 
about contra dancing is its super fun 
and absolutely zero dance experience 
needed. All instruction will be on site 
during the event. Its at Pioneer 
Park Dance Hall from 7:30pm-
10:30pm and $15 for students. 
Wear something comfortable that you 
can move in and bring a water bottle; 
you’re bound to have a great time. 
(And, if  you really like it there’s 
a cool techno version at 10:45 
p.m. - midnight on Saturday…
its going to be awesome!) - Sarah 
Manriquez / Photo Editor

Saturday / 20
Learn to shake your booty the 
latin way! This Saturday (and 
Sunday), Jose Martinez, A.K.A. 
DJ ATM, is hosting a latin dance 
workshop with instructor Mike 
Rodriguez of  Houston Texas! 
You can take part in multiple classes 
beginning at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday 
(and noon on Sunday) at the Artisan’s 
Courtyard 1755 Westwood Way, off 
College Road. Saturday evening, there 

will also be a social dance beginning 
at 8:30 p.m. as a part of  the workshop 
to practice your newly attained booty 
shaking skills! - Lida Zakurdaew / 
Distribution Manager 

Sunday / 21
Today is a perfect day to check 
out the Sunday lineup on KSUA! 
Programming starts at 11:00 a.m. 
and continues non-stop until 10:00 
p.m. Classic vinyl, world music, sets 
by the Grateful Dead, and more all 
await you. Speaking as an unbiased 
party*, it seems like a great time to fire 
up the ol’ FM radio. (*: I am actually 
a completely biased party.) - Spencer 
Tordoff / Web Editor

Monday / 22
Are you considering signing up for 
summer classes?  Today marks 
the day to start registering and 
paying your fees. Summer classes 
are a great way to stay on the track to 
graduation, if  that’s something that 
concerns you.  Getting a head start 
on sign-ups could get you into some 
interesting classes, so start looking. - 
Kyrie Long / Copy Editor

By  Mason Schoemaker

More quotes at uafsunstar.com. This week’s ‘Nook on the street was compiled by Matt Mertes / Sun Star

‘Nook on the Street
This week we asked students: What do you look for in a Presidential candidate?

You’re hotter than the bottom of  
my laptop

HAPPY VAL’S DAY TO ALL 
THE COUPLES, HAPPY PRE-
CHOCOLATE DAY TO ALL 
THE SINGLES-JUST WAIT, 
TOMORROW IS COMING

If  Donald Trump wins, I’ll find 
a way over his wall and live in 
Mexico

Watching Kitchen Nightmares 
make me think how awesome it 
would be to bring Gordon Ramsey 
to inspect Dine 49.

Why have gender roles when you 
can have pizza rolls instead

I have to be funny because hot is 
not an option.

Always give 100%.... Unless you’re 
giving blood.

My boyfriend and I broke up but 
we agreed we can still send each 
other pictures of  cats. I like that 
arrangement.

Please wear a jacket, you’re really 
pretty, but you’ll be just as pretty if  
you aren’t cold. Okay?

Everyone is 50% centaur. Think 
about it.

I’m still waiting for someone to 
offer me weed as much as my 
middle school health teacher said it 
would happen.

Last week on 
Yik Yak

Yik Yak is a social media app that 
allows people anonymously to create 
and view “Yaks” within a 5-mile radius. 
These Yaks are selected  and compiled 
by Molly Putman / Layout Editor

Jessica Adler
Freshman
Nursing

“I think the things that are most 
important to me, being a white fe-
male, is that I want, I guess, control 
over my own body and over my 
own self... I would like to be able 
to receive any service that I deem 
necessary for myself. So I think it’s 
important for presidential candi-
dates to respect those opinions of  
a lot of  people in the U.S.” 

Adam Denndorfer
Freshman
Para-medicine

“That’s a tough one. Honesty and 
someone who actually knows how 
to do politics and can handle the 
stuff that’s going on also not some-
one who’s going to be offended by 
everything... You have to be willing 
to accept that there are different 
ways of  doing things and that not 
everyone is like you, otherwise I 
don’t see that person being a very 
good candidate.”

Sabrina Martin
Senior
Homeland Security Emergency Manage-
ment 

“Someone who is interested in 
social programs and doesn’t take 
money from large businesses. Who 
stays on track and who hasn’t wig-
gled on issues. Someone who has 
the name Bernie Sanders. I think 
someone who’s honest, I think 
that’s like the biggest one. I think 
honesty, staying on topic, staying 
on track and someone who be-
lieves in social programs and who 
believes in values that align with 
mine.”

Naturally Perspiring
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Resources for your 
college questions

© 2015 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. (1515401_16275)

We have a variety of online tools and information to help students and families 
find answers to their college questions:

•  CollegeSTEPS® program: receive college planning tips, tools, and resources 
by email by signing up at wellsfargo.com/collegesteps

•  Wells Fargo Community: get your college questions answered and share 
helpful information with others at wellsfargocommunity.com

•  Student LoanDown℠ blog: check out conversations focused on the entire 
college experience at blogs.wellsfargo.com/studentloandown

•  Calculators and money management: view our private student loan 
products and budget for repayment at wellsfargo.com/student

Call today for more information. 
1-800-456-1551

When it comes to education financing, Wells Fargo has the 
resources to help students and families make informed decisions.

c lub

compet i t ionsledding

build your own sled!

presents

saturday, february 27th @ 7pm

live will have supplies
 provided if needed

register online at

and uaf.edu/woodcenter/LIVE

Quest ions?
email us at uaf-studentorg@alaska.edu

LEADERSHIP, INVOLVEMENT 
& VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
University of Alaska Fairbanks

UAF is an AA/EO employer and educational institution.

presents the

Student 

  Club Fair

Nanook Traditions

Thursday, February 25th

wood center

11am - 2pm

Registration will be available 
at uaf.edu/live and on

UAF is an AA/EO employer and educational institution.


